Planting Mexican Artisans Center Jacobs
Saturday & Sunday, November 29th & 30th
5th Anniversary of the Metropolitain Water District grant that...
A family of wood turners

T he Jacobson Center at the Maloof Foundation, in conjunction with the del Mano Gallery, will present a special exhibition, panel discussion and book signing on October 12, 2018, from 2 – 5 pm. This one-day exhibition will feature works by Philip, Matt and patriarch, Ed Moulthrop, and include other wood-turned pieces from the Maloof collection. Matt and Philip will discuss their techniques in creating their pieces and Kevin Wallace, author of the recently released book, Hollywood Legacy, will lead a discussion with Philip and Matt and take questions from the audience. All three will sign the new book.

Philip and Matt Moulthrop are father and son wood turners in wood, which are found in numerous contemporary collections, as well as private collections of dignitaries including ex-presidents and other world leaders. As Wallace explains in the book, "the Moulthrop vessel is the history of the tree, the process of creation, and the legacy of the Moulthrop family." While writing the book, Wallace learned the story of how while many wood turners have become concerned with manipulation of the wood and displays of technical virtuosity, the Moulthrop vessels are simple, sleek, and seductive. As artists, the Moulthrops see their role as lofty and seductive. As artists, the Moulthrops see their role as lofty and seductive.